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100YLA Online Conversation Series: Where Do We Go from
Here? Innovation and Opportunities (July 30)

Today, 80 is the new 60! Innovations in healthcare are allowing seniors to be more active
than ever before. And they’re not only in better health, they also have money to spend. Will
they get an advanced degree? Will they start a new business, renovate their dream home
or write their memoir? So many new possibilities exist for people who are living to 100. And
for today’s youth, how many start-ups can they launch before the age of 40, or degrees
they might acquire before they are 35? Living a long life in the twenty-first century is
creating a plethora of new opportunities.

Join Professor Kate Cagney and her special guests for this last session, Episode 7 of “100
Year Lives in Asia” on July 30 at 8:30pm Hong Kong Time.

REGISTER NOW

Virtual Harper Lecture: China’s Economy at a Crossroads (August
6)

Today, enormous challenges and opportunities exist for China while the rest of the world is
in limbo during this unprecedented economic and health crisis. Professor Zhiguo He will
examine how visible and invisible support mechanisms will guide China through this crisis.

DETAILS

Virtual Harper Lecture: Protests and the Pandemic (August 7)

Why do protests often grow when police use methods to disperse street demonstrators?
When US states impose strict voter identification laws to discourage some groups from
voting, why do their efforts often fail? Join Professor Susan Stokes to understand how
emotions like anger and fear can actually encourage people to participate in politics.

DETAILS
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